
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Friend of the Cathedral, 

 

This weekend we celebrate Thanksgiving, praising our creator for farms and gardens which seem to have been 

more abundant than ever this year, and giving thanks for friends and families. We won’t be able to gather in 

each other’s houses, or even in church in large numbers with 25 people being the limit, but we will meet each 

other over zoom at the various services which will be packed with Harvest hymns, prayers and readings.  

 

 

The 10:30 am service includes a slideshow of 

pictures sent to Brenda by members of the 

congregation. During “coffee hour” we will 

welcome Brother Josép Reinaldo Martínez-

Cubero, OHC for the first of three discussions on 

intimacy with God, ourselves and one another. 

Links are on the website. 

 

 

Here is a reminder of the Cathedral’s nave altar at 

Thanksgiving two years ago. 

 

 

 

 

Picture by Vivian Lewin 

 

 

 

 

 

A little earlier, George took this picture of Dorothy Oidi 

laying out the foundation for the decoration. We miss 

Dorothy who died earlier this year. She was celebrated for her 

artistry. 

 

 

 

 

Picture by George Deare 

 

 

Mile End Community Mission, which is supported by the cathedral, is holding a Thanksgiving Benefit Dinner 

in collaboration with Petros Restaurant on October 22nd. Money raised will help the mission provide weekly 

groceries and hot takeout lunches to needy people in their neighbourhood, particularly important in these 

difficult times. If you would like to participate in this dinner over zoom you will find details at 

https://www.canadahelps.org/en/charities/mile-end-community-mission/events/12th-annual-mile-end-mission-

thanksgiving-benefit-dinner/ 

 

 

On Wednesday this week the Social Service Society held its annual general meeting, presenting its 

accounts, electing board members and making plans for the future. At the meeting Marjorie Sharp resigned as 

president, a position she has held since 1990. The Dean and Janet King, who takes over as the new president, 

praised the wisdom, insight and legal knowledge which she has brought to the job. Among other achievements 

she was a leader in the initiatives which created Auberge Madeleine, a woman’s shelter, and L’Abri en ville 

which enables people with mental health problems to live normal lives in shared apartments supported by 

volunteers and overseen by a professional coordinator.  

 

Deborah has contributed an appreciation of Marjorie and the Social Service Society 

 

The Social Service Society is one of faithful, behind-the-scenes ministries at the Cathedral. Dedicated to the care 

of the vulnerable both within our worshiping community and in our area, members find ways to serve the 

homeless, the poor, the aged, and those who are lonely through such means as writing cards, making phone 

calls, and funding the Last Sunday Lunch.  This week, Marjorie Sharp stepped down as President after more 

than twenty years. The parish owes her a huge debt of thanks for her faithful stewardship of this important 

work. Janet King is stepping up into that role. (As an interesting bit of trivia, Janet met her husband, Bob, when 

both of them were serving in SSS.) If you’d like to learn more about SSS and how to become involved, contact 

Janet; finding a spouse is not guaranteed. 

 

Other elected members include Vera as Vice-President, Carlos as Treasurer, Helen as Secretary and Flo as 

Member-At-Large. 

 

 

Invitations to participate in two new initiatives 

 
 

1. Following the lead of an ongoing French prayer and 

Bible study meeting at 7 pm on Tuesdays, we are 

now offering a new informal evening prayer time in 

English on Wednesdays at 7 pm.  Participants reflect 

on scripture and share prayer intentions--all are 

welcome. Here’s the zoom link 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82217152154 

 

 

2. As we begin to re-gather our online offerings for the rest of the Fall, we will be offering a book group 

on one of Deborah’s favorite books, Elizabeth O’Connor’s book, Journey Inward, Journey Outward. It’s a 

strangely-compelling story of an urban church plant in Washington, DC which decided to be a force for 

good in a big way. Gathering together themes of spiritual growth and justice work, it invites readers to 

explore what it means to live our commitments to God, self, and neighbor.  The book is hard to find, 

but Deborah will be placing an order for the group. Cost will be $20 per copy or less, depending on 

the ratio of copies to shipping costs. Please e-mail deborah.meister@montrealcathedral.ca by October 

18th if you wish to have one. 

 

 

 

https://www.canadahelps.org/en/charities/mile-end-community-mission/events/12th-annual-mile-end-mission-thanksgiving-benefit-dinner/
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We have been delighted to hear from Peter Huish that the Open Door community meetings which have 

been welcomed weekly in Fulford Hall since 2006 have a creative new lease on life via Zoom. Peter has written 

about Communitas, the group which runs the Open Door in previous newsletters. The Communitas website 

says that the heart of their work is an effort to build an inclusive, supportive, and enriching community into 

which those who have spent time in prison can return, so it’s important that members of the group have been 

able to maintain contact with each other. New participants have been able to join the 25-30 regulars.  

Peter writes “Socializing those for whom recovery of community is crucial – Gospel hospitality – is at the heart 

of the Open Door experience so this innovation continues to bless us, the welcomed and the welcomers 

alike.” He included the text of a letter from Open Door members to their now more isolated members in 

prison: 

April 16, 2020 

 

Hello to our dear members of Open Door! 

 

We want you to know that everyone from Communitas is thinking of you every day. We realize the social 

distancing we are forced to practice throughout Montreal is insignificant compared to the isolation that you are 

feeling in the prison, and we look forward to freer, happier times for all of us. 

The last Open Door at the Cathedral was on March 10. At that point, 79 people in Montreal were infected by 

Covid19 and we knew that we needed to care for each other by shutting down. On March 17, Peter and Jeri 

went to the Cathedral just to see if anyone showed up but nobody did. Shutdown of all social gatherings was in 

full force and Open Door, 19 years young, was ready to adapt to its new environment. 

The following Tuesday, on March 24, we started a new Open Door: a Virtual Open Door that everyone could 

attend from home using a video-conferencing computer software called Zoom. Four weeks into this new 

medium, Open Door draws about the same number of people as when we all were all together at the 

Cathedral. People without computers or smart phones can connect using their telephones. We can’t see them 

but they are full participants in the discussion. One low-tech guy told us it took him a day and a half to figure 

out the software, but he made it to the meeting and we applauded his success! 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you Peter and Michele for your dedication to this 

important work, an outreach which is beautifully 

illustrated by Timothy Schmaltz’s bronze sculpture in 

Assisi inscribed “I was in prison and you visited me”. The 

outstretched hand shows the stigmata, granted to 

Francis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away…” Last week we showed a photograph of Nick Capozzoli 

playing the CIOC’s “Bach-Mobile” organ in front of the Cathedral. This week he played John William’s Stars 

Wars Suite – stirring music which is making my fingers fly as I write. You can see the video on Facebook 

https://www.facebook.com/ciocmontreal/videos/373156897175588 

 

Sadly, the concert which was planned for October 15 on the Cathedral forecourt has had to be cancelled due 

to COVID restrictions. 

 

 

Music, art and literature – all are solaces in our isolation. 

 

Eric Niemen who has contributed to the art exhibitions in the Cathedral organised by Jason McKechnie 

currently has an exhibition of his paintings in the McClure Gallery of the Visual Arts Centre in Westmount. If 

you live nearby, do take a look. The gallery is open with lots of precautions. His paintings express a joy in 

nature relevant to the season of creation we have been celebrating. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Happy Thanksgiving 
 

 

 

 

 

Ann Elbourne,  

with thanks to contributors Deborah, Peter and Vivian and as always to Raymonde for translation help and to 

Elizabeth for doing the difficult work of posting the letter in various formats 

 

October 9, 2020 

https://www.facebook.com/ciocmontreal/videos/373156897175588

